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Laser hair removal is going from strength to strength both in
terns of its effectiveness and its popularity . We take a look at
recent developments . . .
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Waxing still remains a popular method of profewicnal
removal and recent innovations
have made this treatment
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For the customer
re
types . We'
gets great results

,
means cure treatments
faster results
and
can treat all skin
achieves
a 5e-60%% reduction
finding that even light .
This also
on hormonal
hair
the face , which can be quite
tough.
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photo-eii

an increasing number of people are
opting for a more permanent solution and laser is delivering incredible results"
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There are several excellent laser hair removal systems
out there - here are just a few that caught our eye.

both

laser and Selective
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aesthetic and dermatologic
procedures
machine . Treatments
can Performed
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and
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(SWT) .
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a wide range of
a single . versatile
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SWT applicators
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enables

small and large spot appliCators
The large
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combined
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speed
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The Cuello MT
from Lyman combines
and
delivers simultaneous
emission
both a true
Alexandra°
755nm laser and Ncl ,YAG
laser - both considered
the gold standard
lasers
Far removal en skin types 1-6 . This makes
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Duetto MT EVO laser combines two lase wavelengths
(755 and 1064 nm)
a single emiSaion
and
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proven efficacy
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